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INTRODUCTION TO NINE
1. The purpose of the booklets known as THE NINE BALL is LIBERATION INFORMATION for
Wooly-Haired People called THE ETHIOPIAN RACE. We, the scientists of the Ethiopian Race, know
that whatever Ethiopians do for SUCCESSFUL liberation must be done intelligently meaning, the
steps we take must be REASONABLE and PRACTICAL.
2. All people with genuinely Wooly Hair by Nature are in the Ethiopian Race, and the Ethiopian Race
EVERYWHERE is THE BEING we are most concerned about, not only because we are part of the
Ethiopian Race but also because we find our Race in THE LOWEST POSITION of all the Races, and
this is because our Race has THE LEAST CORRECT INFORMATION, which is another way of
saying the least correct knowledge.
3. We Ethiopian scientists know that a person or race's physical position among others indicate his or
its mental position among others. Therefore, since our Race holds the lowest position of the Races on
Orb Earth, this means that our mental position is lowest, and until our mental position rises, we as a
race can not raise our physical status. THE ELEVATOR of our mental status is NINE KNOWLEDGE,
and the Nine Knowledge needed at this time is LIBERATION INFORMATION, for Ethiopians are
now in captivity (mentally and physically) to ALIEN FORCES and ADVERSE FORCES.
4. The booklets called THE NINE BALL will present the highest quality of reason and thereby the
highest form of knowledge by Nature available to Wooly-Haired People on Orb Earth at this time for
liberation purposes. The highest quality of reasoning in existence is NINE REASON, and the highest
form of knowledge is NINE KNOWLEDGE -- the offspring of Nine Reason. Nine in anything is the
highest, for there is no digit higher than NINE. Nine is the origin of the Ethiopian Race, and Nine is
THE SUNS of THE UNIVERSES, including the Sun of our Solar System. The only way one can tap
the living mind of Nature is with Nine Reason.
5. Too much stress has been put on the physical by Ethiopian organizations and not nearly enough on
the mental is why we have not progressed properly toward liberation, for REAL LIBERATION is
MENTAL as well as PHYSICAL SEPARATION from ADVERSE FORCES, and the mental
separation comes FIRST. There is no such thing as a successful physical liberation without first having
a mental liberation. When we achieve mental liberation, then physical liberation will come natural [in]
the rate of the Ethiopians make effort in accord with Nine Knowledge, that is, liberation information.
6. The Ethiopian Race is confined in a prison of alien culture and buried in a grave of adverse
ignorance, and this alone is enough to keep Wooly-Haired People in captivity to enemy forces, so the
booklets entitled THE NINE BALL are designed to help destroy the mental grave and prison
limitations on the minds of Ethiopians that we will liberate from those who would keep us captive. The
mental process is the road to liberation, and that mental process may scientifically be called MENTAL
LIBERATION - the purpose of these booklets.
7. We Ethiopians scientists do not expect ALL Wooly-Haired People to be receptive to Nine Reason
and Nine Knowledge. It will take time for some to understand, and there are others who will neither
understand nor care, but those among us who are intelligent by Nature will understand, accept, and
adhere - these are the ones we are searching for, for these are the survival and future of the Ethiopian
Race. No one can make another intelligent; a person must be born intelligent, and the intelligent
among us are the only ones who can liberate self. No one can liberate a person; a person must liberate
self by understanding, accepting, and following LIBERATION KNOWLEDGE.

8. Mental liberation knowledge informs us that before Wooly-Haired People were called NEGROES
by Caucasians, we were called ETHIOPIANS, and before we were known as Ethiopians by the
Greeks, we were called NUBUNS by the Ancients. The words Ethiopian and Nubun are the same in
meaning. They both mean ETHER - the life-giving, light-giving burning energies that the Sun
produces called PROMINENCES and SUNSHINE. The Caucasian (the white man and woman) never
taught BLACK PEOPLE that Sunshine is Ether, because, if they had, some of us would have been able
to reason out our origin many years ago, but one of Caucasian purposes is to keep Ethiopians ignorant
so we can be used against ourselves for Caucasian benefit and well-being.
9. Remember, when we say Ethiopian, we are not referring only to Wooly-Haired People born in the
State of Africa known as ETHIOPIA, but Wooly-Haired People wherever they are, namely, all people
in THE ETHIOPIAN RACE. The root of the word ETHIOPIAN is the word ETHER, and it means our
origin is THE SUN, because the Sun is NINE, and NINE ETHER SUN produces the Ethiopian Race.
The Nubuns, our…
[Page 8 is blurred beyond reading]
11. The blackness that the Caucasian gets by basking in the Sun is temporary, for as soon as he or she
quits basking, that person starts getting paler. But it is different with the Ethiopian; our blackness is
inherent from the Sun, that is, our being the Sun's original offspring, He empowered us Ethiopians
with the same powers that He has - the power to be Black and produce Black offspring. In other words,
our skin is Black because, like the Sun we Ethiopians have in our reproductive system and marrow of
our bones what called SUN HEAT GENES, and these Sun Heat Genes become part of the blood and
they emanate outward to the skin, and our Sun Heat Genes burn the skin BLACK. The more Sun Heat
Genes one has the blacker that person will be. Therefore, BEING BLACK IS BEING SUPERIOR in
color, because THE SUNS of the Universes are JET BLACK, and they are superior to all other
universal bodies. Hence, Black is not only beautiful but also the best and purest of THE COLORS.
12. The Sun is male and Mother Earth is female. The Sun gives off Ether in the form of what is called
PROMINENCES. The Sun has antennae called GRANULATION, and Ethiopians' Wooly Hair looks
like that granulation. So our Wooly Hair may correctly be called GRANULATION (using an English
expression). If one puts a straight strand of hair closer and closer to a fire, that strand of hair will
granulate, that is, ball up because of the potency of the heat. The Ethiopian carries his and her SUN
within, and we appeared on Planet Earth at a time when no other race could survive in the earth's
atmosphere, because just after creation the atmosphere was too dense and potent for the weakness of
human beings called MANKIND. Mankind is all peoples with straight hair by Nature. The Ethiopian
became identified with mankind down through EVOLUTION.
13. Moreover, the Sun Heat Genes in those who had to live in the Earth's ORIGINAL ATMOSPHERE
had to be much stronger than those of mankind who came much later. In other words, the Sun Heat
Genes in THE AFRICAN PYGMIES were so dense and potent in their bone marrow and reproductive
system, they turned the hair KINKY, as fire does to a straight strand of hair. Hence, Wooly Hair is
superior to straight hair, as the Suns are superior to other universal bodies. Wooly Hair by Nature
assures the Ethiopian that he and she are the Originals on the Planets, thereby the original
personifications of the Suns. We bigger Ethiopians evolved from the smaller Ethiopian now called
THE AFRICAN PYGMIES who live in EQUATORIAL AFRICA.
14. We reiterate, the only people who could survive in the Earth's original dense and hot atmosphere
just after the fiery Creation were those who had Sun Heat Genes within so strong that they would kink
the hair, and those people were our ancestors, the African Pygmies. Black skin is Sun skin and Wooly
Hair is Sun Hair. The Sun is Nine and NINE is THE BALL which may conveniently be drawn as the

circle (O). In ancient times, the African Pygmy was called PTAH and worshiped as the personification
of the ORIGINAL CREATOR. The Pygmies are from the Sun and we are from the Pygmies, and this
means we bigger Ethiopians are the Sun, too. We are EVOLUTIONARY PTAH. Mother Earth gave
birth to our ancestors, the African Pygmies, from the Source of the Nile on the Equator in Africa. The
eggs of Mother Earth in the Source of the Nile River were impregnated by Nine Ether rays from Father
Sun, the Nine Power. Like the Sun, Wooly Hair symbolizes potency, life, and originality. The
Ethiopian is the only one of the Races who grows his and her CROWN by Nature; Wooly Hair stands
up like a crown, and this makes the Ethiopian the NATURAL King and Queen of the Universes by
Nature. This is a brief INTRODUCTION TO NINE, Ethiopian, and Nine is your own Wooly-Haired
self.

B. NINE REASON
15. Show us a person or a race who has lost his or its ability to reason soundly and we will show you a
person or race in degradation as compared to the highest standards of Nature. There are SEVEN senses
- SEEING, FEELING, TASTING, HEARING, SMELLING, THINKING, and REASONING. What
divides the animal world from the from the world of Ptah (the Ethiopian Race) is the Wooly-Haired
Person's capability to reason soundly when that person is in his right mind, that is, when the Ethiopian
is in his and her own knowledge and own cycle. The highest form of reason is NINE REASON.
16. Mankind and all other animals can exercise the first six senses but only PTAHKIND is capable of
experiencing Nine Reason, THE SEVENTH SENSE. Mankind has the capability to do heavy thinking,
but Nine Reasoning is above the level of mankind's mentality, and this is why mankind admires and
worships all intelligent levels SEVEN AND ABOVE. Mankind intelligence stops at six, because the
mentality of the animal world ranges from zero to six. Mankind is the head and king of the animal
world. The animal world is the ZODIAC in flesh and blood. The word Zodiac means existence and
unity of animals.
17. THINKING is THE STRAIGHT-LINE MENTAL PROCESS of the chemicals of brain matter,
whereas REASONING is THE CIRCLE MENTAL PROCESS of the chemicals of brain matter. The
straight-line mental process is mental exercise based on a higher percentage of negative brain matter
than positive, and the circle mental process is mental exercise based on a higher percentage of positive
brain matter than negative. Reasoning employs the natural ability to determine what is right or wrong,
what is true or false by the Nature of Nature. Thinking is the exercise of brain matter in mental death,
and reasoning is the exercise of brain matter in mental life. When MORE negative brain matter is
active than positive brain matter, the mind is MENTALLY DEAD, and when the reverse exists, the
mind is MENTALLY ALIVE.
18. Reasoning is thinking above the animal level. Nine Reason is the highest form of mental process.
Nine Reason is the mind of the Original Creator, the True Stars, the Suns. Nine Reason is THE
ELEVATOR of Ethiopian minds, and Nine Knowledge (the knowledge that Nine Reason produces) is
THE LIBERATOR of our minds, and vice versa. A person sees, hears, feels, tastes, and smells with
his or her mind via the NERVES SYSTEM which is the network and tentacles of the brain. When the
Ethiopian Race lost its ability to reason soundly by way of the Evolutionary Forces, servitude was
inevitable. Leviathan, the Zodiac, is the Evolutionary Forces.
19. Ethiopians, our ability to reason soundly called NINE REASON has returned, and Nine Reason is
THE EMANCIPATOR, because it determines for us what is right or wrong, true or false, and thereby
provides the correct information necessary for our liberation guidance. Only those who can reason
ninely and those who can understand and follow Nine Reasoning will survive World War III and be
the future of the Ethiopian Race, because only those who can Reason ninely or follow Nine Reasoning

are intelligent enough to do what is necessary for survival. Nine Reason is the Ethiopian in his and her
right mind.

C. NINE KNOWLEDGE
20. Knowledge is knowing. Knowledge is scientific information. NINE KNOWLEDGE is CORRECT
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION. By scientific information we mean knowledge proven by Nine
Reason, experience, or evidence, or any combination of these three factors. By scientific knowledge
we mean information proven and organized in such sequence as to put the mind in proper order. Nine
Knowledge is the best information attainable in the Universes. Nine Knowledge is THE LEADER and
LIBERATOR and ELEVATOR of the Ethiopian Race - all Wooly-Haired People who have the ability
to understand Nine Knowledge and adhere to it.
21. Nine Knowledge is Ethiopian Knowledge by Nature, composed and disclosed by Ethiopians, that
is, Wooly-Haired People. One of the major enemies of the Ethiopian Race is IGNORANCE. The
words CAIN and NEGRO spell the word IGNORANCE, because Cain (which is short for Caucasian,
the white man) produced ignorance and created the mental dependent called NEGRO. The enemy of
an intelligent mind, is ignorance, therefore, Nine Knowledge provides the mental strength necessary to
fight off this natural foe and help prepare a protective defense against it. Universal and natural
knowledge to be known as Nine Knowledge is THE RESURRECTOR of the mental dead called
NEGROES.
22. Nine Knowledge deals in ORIGINS, because origins are the beginnings of beings, and in
beginnings are found the true Nature of all beings. One does not really know a person, place, or thing
until he knows the true Nature of that person, place, or thing. Knowing and disclosing the true Nature
of per sons, places and things are Nine Knowledge, the Ethiopian's universal science. It is vital to
Ethiopian survival and well-being that we know and identify ourselves, know and identify others
including our enemies, know and identify our surroundings and everything affecting our present and
future. These booklets entitled THE NINE BALL will provide us with this survival and liberation
information.
23. KNOWLEDGE is correct information, WISDOM is knowing how, where, and when to use
knowledge, therefore, it is the correct use of knowledge, and UNDERSTANDING is the receiving of
knowledge via the Senses and is the unity of knowledge and wisdom. Hence, knowledge, wisdom, and
understanding are our ROAD to liberation. Knowledge, wisdom, and understanding are the definition
to the Ethiopian Universal Science NUWAUPU Just as Nine Reason is the Ethiopian in his and her
right mind, Nine Knowledge is the Ethiopian in his and her right guidance.
24. Never accept a speaker's or writer's information until you know his definitions of the key words he
or she uses, for then and only then do you know what he or she actually had in mind when the person
spoke or wrote. Always demand clear definition for all power and key words and phrases in any
information on liberation or any other vital issue, for this is the only way there is ever a true meeting of
the minds between the speaker and listener or writer and reader, and a true meeting of the minds is
necessary to help you determine and conclude whether a speech or writing is right or wrong, true or
false. Let these booklets be YOUR GUIDE on DEFINITIONS

D. NINE LIBERATION
25. Of course, NINE LIBERATION is Ethiopian liberation - the liberation of people with WOOLY

HAIR. LIBERATION for a person, persons, or race is MENTAL and PHYSICAL SEPARATION
from ADVERSE FORCES. FREEDOM for a people or race is having the PRIVILEGE and POWER
to MAKE ITS OWN LAWS. Hence, freedom can come only to those people who achieve liberation
from captivity. The Ethiopian Race is not only physically captive to MANKIND but also captive to his
CULTURES and INVENTIONS, and this means Wooly-Haired People are mental captives to adverse
forces as well as physical. Mental captivity is the worst kind of captivity because it means that the
captive is mentally dependent on the captor. Mankind is all peoples with straight hair by Nature.
26. We Ethiopian scientists know that the mental person controls the physical person, meaning, the
mind of a person controls his or her activities, therefore, if the mind is ignorant, the activities of that
person will be the works of ignorance. On the other hand, if the mind is knowledgeable, the activities
of the person who possesses it will be sensible. Unfortunately, however, we have in our Race, as in all
races, persons who are unintelligent by Nature, and there is little or nothing can be done for these
people but let them destroy themselves together with the adverse forces.
27. The mentally dead Ethiopian is a slave to fun, folly, foolishness, and ignorance. He and she are
slaves to EXCESSIVE sex activities, meaning, having more sex than is necessary for natural balance
between the physical and mental. Any Ethiopian who is a captive to religion is not in his or her right
mind, because religion is a product of mankind for mankind's ultimate aims. Ethiopians are captives to
strong drinks, narcotics, and all other vices forced upon us through ignorance and oppression. WoolyHaired People are slaves to alien culture, that is, we wear other races' names, claim other races'
religions, histories, and others identities. We can never be liberated as long as we do this, because
there is no such thing as physical liberation before mental liberation, for mental captivity keeps us in
physical thralldom.
28. In the United States of America, Caucasian people (ghost people called white people) are the
number one alien and adverse force to Ethiopians, and second in line is the ignorance of all sorts which
they forced upon the Ethiopian. Third in line of adverse forces are those people of other races, and
some in our own race, who are dedicated to help maintain and perpetuate Caucasian culture and way of
life in Ethiopian communities. If a person does not have genuinely KINKY HAIR (KINGY HAIR) by
Nature, he or she is not a member of the Ethiopian race, and is an alien plant and alien seed in our
communities. The Caucasian uses the adverse forces in our communities to lead or mislead us to
deeper stagnation and suppression. These adverse forces show up as ALIEN POLITICIANS, ALIEN
PREACHERS, ALIEN EDUCATORS, et cetera. Those who are not Ethiopian in our communities are
ALIEN FORCES who are helping to destroy our Race through miscegenation with our beautiful
Ethiopian females.
29. We can not rule out poverty and disease as adverse forces, and these also are products of alien
enemies and their polluted atmosphere. Neither Caucasians politics, Caucasian religion, nor alien
education is the solution to our racial, social, and world problems; our own culture and creativeness
are the solution, and the intelligent among us will not allow those Ethiopians among us who are
working (knowingly and unknowingly) for the preservation of mankind's civilization, to tell us any
thing different. Ethiopian independence of thought and independence of action are our way out of
prison. The real solutions to our racial, social, and world problems and the road to creativeness and
independence is NINE REASON, NINE KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM, and UNDERSTANDING,
working together with our CYCLE and SEASON by Nature.
30. If we need something we must work and get it or create it. So long as we remain mentally
dependent on other races to do our thinking and plan our progress, that is how long we will remain in
the GHETTOES and SLUMS and the POVERTY and DISEASES that they produce, and mental
dependence presupposes physical dependence, therefore, mentally dead Ethiopians say that we can not
make it without Caucasian guidance, not understanding or caring that Caucasian guidance is basically

the leadership (together with his helpers of other races) that degraded us into the miserable status quo
in which we find ourselves. Ethiopian goals must be self control and community control and control

of our own destiny, and this means controlling the businesses and all activities that go on in
our areas including our children's education which must be compiled, organized, and
established by us Ethiopians in our own power and our own system. Our own Ethiopian
Culture will make us masters of our own DESTINY, and this is independence and freedom.
31. Africa is wherever we Africans are located in our RIGHT MIND. Just as it is misleading to urge
Wooly-Haired People to think that Caucasian politics or religion is the solution to our problems, it is
likewise misleading to urge them that moving from one place to another is the solution, because, when
people are misinformed that a boat is coming for them, this takes away their initiative and incentive to
do something productive and constructive for themselves right now where they are. So they just wait
and wait for nothing, pining away in ignorance, idleness, and vague rhetoric.
32. Our Ethiopian ancestors (the African Pygmies) in their aeriform (Nine Ether) GREW the Universe
and the Universe is the Suns, Planets, Satellites, et cetera, so why should we EVOLUTIONARY
PTAHS confine ourselves to one spot on this Planet when our ancestors made it and we were in North
America long before the Indians. However, it is reasonable and practical that as our own cultural
resurrection progresses, many Ethiopian farmers, tradesmen, technicians, and all types of workmen
necessary to help build the economic and military independence of our motherland Africa, will
repatriate to that continent in their right minds for that purpose.
33. Since evolution is REVERSING, the Caucasian (the ghost man and woman, the white man and
woman) will start returning to the graves and caves from whence they came, and this means the
atmosphere of the present cycle will continue to grow stronger making us wiser via Nine Ether, our
Ethiopian Forces in Nature. The foregoing means that Caucasian ruling power will decrease and
Ethiopian ruling power will increase as we Ethiopians rise like the Sun from the grave of ignorance
called MENTAL DEATH. The Caucasian is too powerful to fight him with arms at this time, so, our
answer is fighting ignorance with knowledge and destroying idleness with productive constructive
activities. Ignorance and idleness are two VERY destructive forces which are very detrimental to our
progress toward liberation. We Ethiopians can not afford ignorance and idleness and achieve the
independence of mind and body we need for survival and proper well-being.

E. NINE ETHER
34. NINE ETHER is the mental power and chemical forces that GREW the Universes. Nine Ether is
THE COMBINATION of ALL EXISTING GASES and CHEMICALS. Nine Ether is THE
ORIGINAL FORCES OF ORDER. In the form and formula of Nine Ether, our Ethiopian ancestors
GREW the Universes and then personified themselves as AFRICAN PYGMIES at the Source of the
Nile in equatorial Africa. Nine Ether began as a SPONTANEOUS FIRE in Primeval Chaos and grew
bodies for itself called TRUE STARS or SUNS, one of which is THE SUN of our Solar System.
Ethiopians are personifications of the Suns, because our energies grew the Suns.
35. Nine Ether produced the bodies of the Suns and in turn the Suns produced Nine Ether. The Suns
are self-created, meaning, self-grown and are also self-existent. Nine Ether is BLACK, therefore, the
bodies of the Suns are Black (JET BLACK). Nine Ether is the power of Nine Reason which produces
the power of Nine Knowledge. There is no other power or force strong enough or wise enough to
mentally and physically liberate the Ethiopian from his and her grave of ignorance and prison of
serfdom but Nine Ether the Ethiopian Forces in Nature. Nine Ether is our powers in Nature and by
Nature.

36. When we Ethiopians lost our power to reason soundly, Nine Ether is what we lost. When we
Ethiopians lost our spirit power, Nine Ether is what we lost. Nine Ether is THE SCIENTIFIC AND
SPIRIT POWER of Ethiopians by Nature, meaning, Nine Ether is our TRUE NATURE. The Power
Nine Ether helps us make Ethiopian history and restores Ethiopian culture, and this means mental
liberation, and mental liberation in turn begets physical liberation. The solution to our problems must
be one which will work for us worldwide because our racial problems are worldwide. The
REASONABLE and PRACTICAL worldwide solution is MENTAL LIBERATION which produces
ETHIOPIAN CREATIVENESS (the ability to create everything we need) and ETHIOPIAN
INDEPENDENCE (the ability to think independently and act independently of other races).
37. All power begins in THE MIND, be it political, economic, military or scientific, because the body
is just a framework and tool for the mind, therefore, THE PRIME POWER is MIND POWER from
which all other powers develop and mature, including the power of liberation. Nine Ether develops
Nine Reason, Nine Reason develops Nine Knowledge, and Nine Knowledge develops NINE MIND
POWER which is prerequisite to Ethiopian mental and physical LIBERATION.

